Abstract: Problem statement: Efficient searching is a fundamental problem for unstructured peer to peer networks. Flooding requires a lot of resources in the network and thus will increase the search cost. Searching approach that utilizes minimum network resources is required to produce efficient searching in the robust and dynamic peer-to-peer network. Approach: This study addressed the need for efficient flood-based searching in unstructured peer-to-peer network by considering the content of query and only selecting peers that were most related to the query given. We used minimum information to perform efficient peer selection by utilizing the past queries data and the query message. We exploited the nearest-neighbor concept on our query similarity and query hits space metrics for selecting the most relevant peers for efficient searching. Results: As demonstrated by extensive simulations, our searching scheme achieved better retrieval and low messages consumption. Conclusion: This study suggested that, in an unstructured peer-to-peer network, flooding that was based on the selection of relevant peers, can improve searching efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
Peer-to-peer system has phenomenally become popular in recent years for its ability to search and communicate across the globe. The principal operations in any peer-to-peer networks is to efficiently search and locate data or file, which is ultimately challenging due to its dynamic and robust nature. The challenges are to develop searching efficiently able o locate the file intended. The dynamic nature of the peer-to-peer network where peers can join and leave at anytime make the searching to become efficient is even difficult. The demand for advance searching technique is always present as the peer-to-peer networks becoming larger and more complex and the network become faster and storage become cheaper.
In a peer-to-peer network, a peer acts as client and a server of the system. Peer-to-peer presents attractive solution through its scalability, fault-tolerance and autonomy. Many real-world large scale peer-to-peer networks are unstructured. However, in their basic structure; peer-to-peer suffers high cost when dealing with locating content efficiently due to use of primitive searching and routing technique that uses large overhead and long query time. Therefore it is crucial to select relevant peers to route query message to reduce the search cost and better retrieval in unstructured peerto-peer network without the loss of the unstructured peer-to-peer identity and characteristics.
Unstructured peer-to-peer networks such as Gnutella [1, 2] rely on a random process, that peers are interconnected in a random way. Typically, unstructured peer-to-peer search is based on flooding. Basic unstructured networks which apply flooding technique for propagating user queries is very expensive both in processing time and resources. Several studies have addressed the completeness and scalability issues of flooding [3, 4] . Although flood-based search is generally considered inefficient, a number of efforts have been done to improve the searching in unstructured peer to peer to become more efficient Structured peer-to-peer networks have been developed to provide strict data location management [5, 6] . It uses distributed hash tables that assist the routing mechanism to maintain desirable properties for quick lookup. Structured approach offers better search performance in terms of response time and communication overhead when compared to the unstructured system. However, despite its highly effective approach, the system lacks partial match lookup capability. The system also incur larger overhead than unstructured peer-to-peer systems especially when the overlay is re-arrange whenever there is failing peers or leaving peers.
This study proposes relevant nearest neighbor based search technique that exploits minimal information in each peer. The algorithm is formulated to achieve efficient search and high retrieval rate in unstructured peer-to-peer networks.
Related work:
The earliest technique for peer-to-peer routing is based on the Naïve Breadth-First Search (BFS) algorithm or Flooding. This technique is used in file-sharing peer-to-peer application Gnutella [1] . In this approach, each query from a peer will be broadcasted to all the peers in the network but restricted by the TTL (time to live) value. Flooding may generate O(N) message where N is the number of node. As a result, the query consumes a great deal of processing resources and excessive network. In a worst case situation such as low bandwidth network, flooding could make the network become a bottleneck.
Although, it is a robust and simple technique for query routing but it involves a great deal of communication overhead, that is, high in number of messages. Hop count is also increased exponentially. Some of the messages might visit the same node that has been searched previously. Therefore, communication overhead and scalability are the main problems in this approach. These problems have been proven in a number of papers [2, 7, 8] . In the random Breadth-First-Search (BFS) approach [9, 10] , each peer forwards a search message to only a fraction of its peers. Each node randomly selects a subset of peers connected to it and then propagates the search message to those peers. The advantage of this technique is it does not need any global knowledge. Each peer is able to make local decision in a quick manner since it needs only small portion of connected peers to route the query. This approach may generate only a fraction of messages compared to flooding approach.
In random walks [4] approach, the requesting peer sends out a number of query messages to an equal number of random neighboring peers. Each of the query messages will follow their own path in which intermediate peers will forward the messages to randomly chosen neighbor. These query messages are known as walkers. The walkers will be terminated on both success and failure occasions and determined through the use of TTL of the messages or through the use of checking method in which the walker periodically contact the source peer whether the termination condition is met. It achieves significant message reduction when compared to the flooding approach. However, the success rate and the number of hits depend largely on the network topology and the random choices it made.
Another unstructured peer-to-peer searching approach is the Directed BFS combined with the Most Result in the Past in [11] . Each peer forwards a search message to a number of peers which returned the most results for the last most current queries. The nature of this approach is it allows peers explore larger network segments and find most stable neighbors.
A content-based searching for peer-to-peer based system is proposed in [12] . In this approach, each peer will have a special index called filters to facilitate query routing only to those that may contain relevant information. Each peer maintains one filter that summarizes all documents that exist locally in the peer, called local filters. A merged filters is the filter that summarizing the document of a set of its neighbors. When a query reaches a peer, the peer will check its local filter and uses the merged filter to route the query to the peers whose filters match the query.
Intelligent Search Mechanism [9] is proposed as a searching technique based on the similarity of the query. In this approach, each peer has its own profile table that stores the information they get from peers that answered their queries. The information stored in Table 1 is the query ID, peer ID and the query keywords that have been answered and also the query hit. Only the latest peer that answered the query will be kept into a table. Routing is based on the similarity values of the query word with the keyword from the past queries stored in the profile. Peers that have high similarity with the query will be selected for routing.
Ant Colony optimization is also used in unstructured peer-to-peer search in [13] . The approach is called SemAnt where it emulates the nature of ants cooperating between themselves to find food based on the pheromone. The peers are the ones who act like an ant and cooperated between them in creating pheromone trails. The pheromone trails is the probabilistic overlay networks and also indicates the most promising path for a given query. As a result, the more popular a query becomes, the better the trail. The experiments shown that the search algorithm is stable, robust and converges fast whole its performance is pretty much acceptable. Neighbor based Search or RNN is based on the concept of giving the same weight both on the query hits and query content similarity with the incoming query and selecting only the nearest relevant peers. We also include the nearest neighbor approach to minimize the search cost but at the same time able to retrieve high query hits or recall. The search method is basically a flooding based search but is based on selective flooding. The search algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . The objective of this searching approach is to have an efficient search and high recall.
For a peer p∈P, we use T(p) to denote set of past query maintained by p. Each item in T(p) has two attributes; query term, q and number of hits n, so we denote each data item in T(p) as a pair of q(p), n(p). By using each q and n on T(p), we determine the relevance of a peer by using the similarity of all q(p) in T(p) to calculate the similarity between them. On the other hand, we use n(p) to calculate the stability of each peer in T(p). We define a reference point, which is the highest or optimum value of query similarity and also the highest query hits denoted as d point. Relevance peer estimation: The relevance-based component is based on the work in [14] . This component uses the peer similarity-hits graph model. Our peer-similarity graph model captures both the peer query hits and peer similarity with corresponding incoming query (Fig. 2) . We used both information gathered in the profile table which is based on the work done in [9] . We incorporated both, query content and connection stability information to determine relevant peer to route query. Each peer stores information about past queries and the query hits in a table. There will be no global knowledge shared between all the peers but each peer will also have a list of data collected from the answered query and store it in neighbor profile table (Table 1) .
The profile table contains the ID of the answering peer, connection ID, the query words that have been answered by other peers and a timestamp of the returned query. These query words are the words that matched the query sent by this peer and the words are contained in the peer are only answered query words. The list will keep the last M queries and a Least Recently Used (LRU) policy will keep the most recent queries in the table.
The relevance value will be based on two parameters, query hits and the similarity value between the query to be routed and the stored past queries. Query hits determine peer connection stability with the processing peers. The more query hits, the more stable the peer is connected and thus giving the impression of the particular peers connection reliability. Similarity value is based on cosine similarity (1). q is the incoming query while q i is the past queries stored in the profile table in each peer. As an example, let peer A has a list of past queries; d.
Query q is an incoming query and is waiting to be routed q will be compared with all the queries, q i , in d. The similarity between them will determine the relation between the content that the particular peer has in its storage with the query terms. The most relevance of peers is peers that have among the most query hits and it has a content related to the incoming query. We calculate the relevance value using formula described in (3) . In this formula, we are actually calculating the distance of relevance value of the peers inside the profile table with the most optimum relevance point in the similarity-query hits graph. M is the maximum cosine value, in which for the purpose of easy calculation, we decided to define M = 1. h i is the returned hits values for a particular query, while H p is the maximum hits retrieved from all h that have been recorded. The formula to define the maximum hits (2), involved the use of nearest-neighbor concept, which will be explained later. N p is the total number of query hits of all peers stored in the neighbor profile table:
Nearest neighbor selection: We determine our group of peers within the relevance value by using the nearest neighbor principal. It is based on the fast algorithm for nearest neighbor search proposed in [15] . The purpose of the application of nearest neighbor method is to avoid comparing all the peers inside the table because table with size of N will require N times comparison and relevance calculation process. As we can see in Fig. 3 , "nearest neighbors" in our context are the peers that resides within the area of radius r. However, instead of selecting a static value [14] , we decided to make the value r dynamic. We determined the dynamic r value by exploiting the inequality of triangle (Fig. 4) . The inequalities will determine a bound for peer selections and therefore, less relevance values will be compared to the distance r (Fig. 5) . 
RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of our searching approach by extending a peer-to-peer simulator called Peerware. We generate 1020 peers with a total of 95676 documents. Each node holds random number of documents between 5-1486 documents. The document collection used is the Reuters-21578 document collection which appeared on the Reuters newswire in 1987. Three different number of query set are used; q100 that contain 100 random query terms; q75 contains 75 queries and q50 with 50 query terms. Each query terms contain between two to five words. Each peer is country-based and each peer holds news about that particular country. One country could have more than one peer representatives in the network.
We compare our approach with the Most-Query Hits (MQH) and Intelligent Search Mechanism (ISM) approaches. We compare the search approaches based on query recalls, number of messages used and search efficiency. Recalls are the number of query matches with the content of each peer, while number of messages used is the number of messages used to answer a query. Search efficiency is the performance evaluation parameter that is calculated by dividing recalls with number of messages used:
Recall Search efficiency Messages used = (4)
DISCUSSION
Our experiments showed that our approach (RNN) is efficient in terms of network usage compared to the other two searching techniques. The experiments that employed q50 showed that our searching approach recorded the highest recall when compared to the ISM and MQH techniques. The recall is 4.87% higher compared to the MQH approach and slightly over than ISM approach with 1.67% more than ISM recall (Fig. 6 ). Figure 7 shows the message usage for all three approaches for query set q50 in which our approach recorded the highest number of message usage than MQH and ISM (4.79 and 2.1% respectively). However, we recorded highest efficiency with 38.1% higher than MQH and 28.8% efficiency higher than ISM (Fig. 8) .
RNN also recorded highest recall when employing the q75 query set in the experiment, our approach still managed to record highest recall; as shown in Fig. 9 . The RNN search recorded 4.31% higher recall than MQH and 0.85% higher recall than ISM. The RNN recorded 9.4% messages higher than MQH but it yield better search efficiency with 16.5%. RNN also recorded higher number of messages used than the ISM with 5.12% higher but the RNN approach registered 20.62% higher search efficiency than ISM. Messages used and search efficiency graph for experiment using the query set q75 are shown in Fig. 10 and 11 respectively.
Our experiment using q100 query set also showed that RNN approach recorded high recall than other search technique. As shown in Fig. 12 , RNN recorded 1.67% higher recall than MQH approach and 0.22% higher recall than ISM. In terms of message usage, we can show in Fig. 13 that RNN approach recorded 3.01% less message than MQH and 8.5% messages less than ISM approach. In the same experiment setting, we found out that RNN search is the most efficient with 13.51% more efficient than MQH and 17.95% more efficient than ISM (Fig. 14) . 
CONCLUSION
This study exploits the query content and query feedback data for developing flood-based search in unstructured peer-to-peer that is minimal in cost but giving high retrieval. RNN exploits very minimal data and also nearest-neighbor concept to reduce the cost of searching in unstructured peer-to-peer networks. Our simulation tests showed that our searching approach performs better than the other two flood-based searching approaches that also use minimal data and local indices. We showed that by using minimal information of query hits and similarity, efficient search in unstructured peer-to-peer can be achieved
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